
Dear Councillors, 
 
I am am writing to ask you to vote against the local plan as it stands today. The Government 
inspectors have found it to be highly flawed, the writing was on the wall  when at the start they 
asked UDC if they wanted to withdraw it. It should have been pulled then and looked at again and 
we wouldn’t have wasted yet more time flogging a dead horse. This plan has always been developer 
driven with false promises given to officers and many off the record meetings.  Suitable areas where 
the transport links are in place and a short commute to employment have been ignored to the 
detriment of beautiful green areas that actually supply us home grown food and recreational places 
to help with our mental health, something we finally realise we need right now.  
 
The housing numbers absolutely need to be looked at again, since the publication of these numbers 
we have had Brexit and now a pandemic, the Government have new voters in the North and they 
will have to provide more economic activity there to protect their share of the vote. More 
employment and therefore housing will be required there so I believe these numbers are too high in 
any case. No matter we still have supply and demand economics and sadly we will probably have a 
recession after all this awful situation is over, here in the south we have Woodlands Park and it’s not 
exactly selling like hot cakes , it’s taken many many years and they are still building. If there was a 
demand they would have finished years ago. We simply don't have the jobs for people on London 
housing lists, we have poor broadband and an unreliable mobile signal mobile signal. 
 
Any thing other than a full withdrawal will be full hardy and will throw yet more tax payers money 
down the toilet, it is time for a new approach. What numbers we actually need, where they are best 
to be built, in my opinion a scatter approach is fairer for all with each area taking a percentage of 
their current housing supply and NOT DEVELOPER DRIVEN.  
 
Residents For You made history getting a majority at the council elections, so councillors do 
something different again now,  this is your chance to allow local residents and first time buyers to 
build Eco houses and exciting self build projects and give employment to local builders, trades 
people and suppliers, lets support our local community once more and work with the beautiful 
environment and nature we all love. 
 
Thank you. 
Katy Rodwell 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
Thank You for your Email of 22.04.2020  

I am fully aware that at the time of writing this i am past the dead line by 2 hours. The time you have 

asked for a response in is just too short. (i seem to remember the last time UDC broke my black 

dustbin they were realay unhelpful , made sound like it was my fault , I had to do all work to get it 

replaced and this was company surplying a service would gone bust years ago. The new took 12 

weeks to turn up. 

My house was one of 5 houses in the middle of the new council depot at Canfeild which was 

prersented twice and rejected with an A plus star on both occisions  (july 18 & jan 20. On both 

occisions I had tryed to speak to UDC & the land owner about striking a deal (and I am not talking 

money) by doing a few changes and handing the control of the bank and break strip over to house it 



was next too so it could never be taken away, no one would talk. The local plan report was made 

public on the same day as Jan 2020 planning meeting and a least 2 people made comment on this to 

which the top table planning members became very aggressive about (this could be listened to) The 

planning members all started not using their micophones which pulled them on twice. The 24 page 

docement also implies it would a good idea if UDC had spoken to its residents during the local plan 

this being the same problem i had. 

I opparate something I call the " procces of comon logic" hence my want to move forward taking 

into account we have something called progress, so deal could been done instead the whole thing 

just being a waste of time and how many more planning applictions are we now going to have to 

fight. 

During the past few weeks my work load has been higher than normal due the higher amount of 

frieght going though the airport farmers getting ready for harvest early and making fuel avilabile to 

keep the power stations feed due industry waste being missing out of supply chain, the list goes on. 

I suffer from Dyslexia which means it would me 2 hours to go though the 24 docment and high the 

point i am trying to make and sorry for the spelling mistakes. (it has taken me 1.5 hours to do this) 

Thank You for your time 

The genaral feel/mood of every body as i see it is we need to see valve for money ie we do make 

something that is unaccipacile to most and end with another Breixt sitution. 

 

 
Mark Bulling 


